
WfiSHINGl-ON. D.C. 

B-168664 \r 

The Honorable Les Asp 
House of Repr&ehtati ves .- L” -CT-- 

/ 
Dear Mr. Aspin: 

We have reviewed two estimates of the cost of the F-15 .^-” _,,, -r-,l-ll_*~+z.-~I-~ -“a=m,UI 
aircraft program as your March 19, _-_, x ,,., I_ .1.,,*^..-1’ * 19% letter requested, 
One was a parametric analysis and cost estimate prepared by 
the Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) in the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense, and the other was reported by the 
Air Force in its June 30, 1972, F-15 Selected Acquisition 
Report (SAR), The CAIG estimate was prepared as a result of 
CAIG’s review of a parametric cost analysis accomplished pre- 
viously by the Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD). 

p 1 e a so found it necessary to examine the ASD estimate. IGldJ 

SCOPE 
*, 

We looked into the methodology, models, data, and assump- 
Jr tions the Air Force- and CAIG used in their .~u$&zs and in 571 TF/ 
s d~loping.,t.hei_r, cost *,*- __ll,_X ,, ,I%+, . “l . *T-m* .” .a” .w. ,a-” es&&n&tes and the circumstances surround- 

ing the estimates’ preparation. Where appropriate, we have 
made some observations on the procedures followed by the two 
organizations. As agreed in discussions with your office, we 
did not attempt to develop a separate estimate of the cost of 
the program. 

: 
We discussed these studies with the staff of the Deputy 

f 

Director for Resources and Analysis, OSD; As, the System 
Program Office (SPO); and Headquarters, Air Force Comptroller. 
We examined documents which these organizations supplied. 

PARAMETRIC ESTIMATING 
I ‘W 
.,./ ,,’ ,’ 
, ‘_ 
: 

Parametric estimates are developed by dividing the sys- 
tern under study into a set of elements and relating the cost 
of each element to a set of characteristics; for example, the 
cost of an engine to the thrust produced‘by the engine. The 
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basic premise of this procedure is that costs are related in 
an approximate but quantifiable way to physical and pcrform- 
ante characteris tics. The parametric technique relies heavily 
upon the use of data from previous programs for similar equip- 
ment. When adequate detailed data is not available, an esti- 
mator must rely on assumptions and percentage factoring. 

Parametric estimating uses statistical techniques to 
develop a relationship of cost to system characteristics, 
and these estimates are subject to statistical errors which 
can normally be as high as 33 percent. Errors can also occur 
in parametric estimates if an inaccurate or inappropriate data 
base is used or if the required mathematical factors are mis- 
estimated. 

Prior to the availability of actual data on the cost of 
manufacture it is usually impossible to identify the size of an 
error in an estimate. Therefore it is essential to evaluate 
the reasonableness of an estimate in light of the model, data 
base, and assumptions employed. Consequently, it is important 
to realize that one estimate cannot establish that another is 
right or wrong. 

We previously recommended that cost estimates be pre- 
sented in ranges rather than as a specific figure.’ The 
Government Procurement Commission’s recent report on acquisi- 
tion of major systems also recommended that program costs be 
estimated within a probable range until the system reaches 
the final development phase. * 

DOD adoption of parametric cost estimating techniques 

On December 7, 1971, the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
issued a memorandum to the Secretaries of the military 

ltrCost Growth in Major Weapon Systems” (B-163058, Mar. 26, 
1973) L 

“‘Report 
part C, 

of the Commission on Government Procurement,11 Vol. 2, 
December 1972, 
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departments which directed that an independent parametric 
cost analysis be incorporated into each presentation to the 
Defense System Acquisition Review Council (DSARC). He felt 
that such estimates would serve an important function during 
concept formulation and at the time the Department of Defense 
(DOD) makes its major commitment of funds for development and 
initial production, In January 1972, the Secretary of Defense 
established CAIG to review the Services’ estimates and to de- 
velop uniform parametric cost estimating criteria for DOD 
units, 

The Air Force implemented the Deputy Secretary of De- 
fense’s instructions on February 17, 1972, by directing its 
Air Force System Command (AFSC) to perform independent para- 
metric cost analysis to support DSARC review. The F-15 was 
one of the first programs to undergo this type of review. 

PURPOSE OF ASD AND CAIG F-15 ESTIMATES 

In September 1972 the F-15 acsuisLLio~~+r~g~am was in 
the full-scale development phase when the ASD parametric 
analysis was performed. The analysis was to ‘assist DSARC in 
deciding in October 1972 whether to authorize procuremeat of i~,l ,u,r-~,.r-.~I,L~‘)~,*~~ 
long lead items for production aircraft. CAIG reviewed the 
ASD estimate and prepared its own. The two cost analyses 
were considered again at a DSARC meeting in February 1973 when 
procurement of the first production aircraft was authorized. 

AIR FORCE INDEPENDENT COST ESTIMATE 

The.“F-15 Independent Parametric Cost Analysis” was com- 
pleted in September 1972 by ASD. ASD analysts claimed they 
contacted SPO only to obtain basic information and SPO did 
not attempt to influence the outcome of the study. 

The parametric analysis was accomplished only for the 
procurement portion of the program, ASD adopted the SAR esti- 
mate for research, development, test and evaluation (RDTtE) 
rather than computing a separate estimate because the DSARC 
meeting was scheduled for production decisions and 96 percent 
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of the RDT8,E cost had been programed through fiscal year 1974 
and was assumed to be reasonably indicative of the development 
cost. 

The procurement estimate was prepared using models 
developed for determining costs of the major segments of the 
weapon system; i.e., airframe, engine, and avionics. The arma- 
ment estimate used data from the manufacturer’s June 30, 1972, 
“Cost Information Report” and the “Air Force Cost Performance 
Report #” Contractual unit costs, engineering estimates, Air 
Force experience, and percentage factors were used for train- 
ing equipment. Ground support cost was judgmental and was 
estimated after discussion with technical personnel. 

Three estimates of the expected procurement cost in , 
acquiring the planned 729 production aircraft were developed-- 
a different source of airframe data was used for each estimate. 
Case II was developed by using recorded data from the experi- 
ence of the contractor (McDonnell Douglas Corporation) in air- 
craft manufacturing and was ASDQ preferred estimate for that 
reason. I 

ASD Cost Estimates 

Case I Case II Case III 

(000,000 omitted) 

Procurement cost $6,266 $6,334 $6,230 
SAR ReD cost (note a) 1,754 1,754 1,754 

Total program cost 
(note a) $8,020 $8,088 $7.984 $ 

aDoes not include $244 million component improvement cost for 
the engine. 

CAIG REPORT AND COST ESTIMATE 
I 

CAIG was briefed on the Air Force’s independent parametric 
analysis and commented to DSARC in October 1972. At that time 

4 
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CAIG also completed and submitted a separate study for the 
program which included development and procurement estimates. 
This study did not assume the SAR development cost estimate 
as ASD had. 

A summary comparison of the CAIG study with the ASD 
parametric estimate follows; for comparison, we have in- 
cluded some data in the schedule and on pages 14 and 15 
on the current SAR estimates, 

Comparison of ASD and CAIG Estimates 

ASD CAIG-ASD June 30, 
case II CAIG difference 1972, SAR 

(000,000 omitted) 

Development a$1,754 $2,064 +$ 310 $1,754 
Procurement: 

Airframe 2,238 + 506 
Propulsion b1,555 

2,744 2,080 
Cl,988 + 433 b1,439 

Avionics and 
Armament 1,420 1,606 186 1,422 

Support and 
Spares 1,121 1,324 + 203 1 ,,,107 

b$8,088 c$9,72,6 +$1,638 b$7.802 

“SAR estimate used. 

bDoes not include $244 million engine component improvement 
cost programed by SPO. 

CIncludes $311 million component improvement cost and engi- 
neering effort. 
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EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES 
IN CAIG-ASD ESTIMATES 

The difference between ASD*s and CAIG’s estimated total 
program costs is $1,638 million. There is also a $1,924 mil- 
lion difference between the CAIG estimate and the SAR estimate 
of June 30, 1972. The difference in both instances is due in 
part to the Air Force’s not including component improvement 
cost in its estimate while CAIG estimated that cost at 
$311 million and included it in its estimate. 

Development cost, $310 million 

The CAIG estimate for aircraft development is $310 mil- 
lion higher than ASD’s estimate. The difference in estimates 
illustrates how different assumptions by estimators can lead 
to significant variances in the analyses. 

ASD did not develop an estimate of development cost but 
instead adopted the SAR estimate on the basis that 96 percent 
of the RDTGE cost has been programed through fiscal year 1974. 
However, only 54 percent of the RDTGE funds had actually been 
spent when ASD made the estimate, There were still uncertain- 
ties about development because the engine had not been approved 
for production, the one RDTGE aircraft manufactured had just be- 
gun flight tests, and most of the flight test program and major 
subsystem (avionics and armament) integration lay ahead. 

CAIG criticized the ASD adoption of the SAR development 
estimate and pointed out that ASD had assumed that the SAR 
development estimate included all nonrecurring costs except 

,$32 million for tooling. CAIG believed that not all non- 
recurring costs occur during development because sizable costs 
for tooling and engineering occur during production and are 
prorated over the early production units, 

The ASD assumption was based on its opinion that the F-15 
program is structured differently than previous aircraft de- 
velopment and production programs. Practices cited which 
would significantly reduce the amount of nonrecurring costs 
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during production were the “hardware” demonstration concept, 
comprehensive prototyping of major subsystems, flight testing 
before procurement commitment, and predominately “hard-tooling” 1 
during the development phase. 

At this time we are unable to determine which of the 
assumptions is more nearly correct. However, it is likely 
that some nonrecurring costs can be expected later in the pro- 
gram. 

Procurement cost estimates 

Airframe, $506 million 

The $506 million higher CAIG estimate for airframe costs 
accounts for about 37 percent of the procurement cost variance 
in the two studies. ASD presented three parametric estimates 
of airframe cost in its study, one of which (case II) was des- 
ignated as the preferred estimate, It was based upon cost 
data from two previous McDonnell Douglas fighter aircraft pro- 
grams, the F-101 and F-4. Estimators made maximum use of the 
company’s experience in terms of man-hour requirements, learn- 
ing curves, and labor rates. The preferred airframe estimate 
was the highest of the three ASD estimates exceeding the SAR 
estimate by about 7 percent. 

The CAIG airframe estimate was prepared using a RAND 
Corporation model with a data base of 29 assorted types of 
military aircraft, including: jet fighters of various ages, 
jet bombers, jet turboprop transports, and piston engine tran- 
ports. Due to different data bases that were used, the ASD 
estimate projects that airframe unit costs will reduce faster 
with quantity than the CAIG study does (a more favorable learn- 
ing curve). This difference accounts for $113 million of the 
total difference in airframe costs. 

The selection of aircraft for a data base and the choice 
of key parameters 
CAIG chose to use 

is determined by the estimator’s judgment. 
29 aircraft going back a number of years to 

i 
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provide a wide spread in aircraft characteristics. ASD opted 
for two, both McDonnell built fighters, believing this choice 
more realistic, The difference in dollar value between these 
choices is not readily determined. 

A $100 million difference occurred because ASD calculated 
the material cost at $57 per pound of aircraft weight as op- 
posed to a $67 to $69 per pound range used by CAIG. 

A $138 million difference in the airframe cost estimates 
is primarily due to differences in assumptions over the extent 
to which the cost of nonrecurring engineering is completed at 
the end of the development phase. 

The remaining difference in airframe cost appears to be 
due to factors used to estimate the higher cost of using tita- 
nium in place of aluminum and differences in the models. 

The RAND Corporation report on parametric estimating from 
which the CAIG chose its airframe model points out that greater 
estimating uncertainty occurs when the cost models are applied 
to aircraft whose technology or performance lies outside of the 
sample data base. Considerable new technology is being incor- 
porated into the F-15; for example, greater use of titanium 
material, which places it outside the sample. To compensate 
for this, CAIG used a correction factor developed outside the 
airframe data base using SR-71 aircraft experience, 

Propulsion, $433 million 

CAIG’s estimated engine procurement cost was $189 million 
higher than ASD’s estimate. This, together with a $244 million 
component improvement cost, not included in the ASD estimate, 
resulted in a total difference of $433 million. ASD and CAIG 
used the same data base of 30 di.ffcrcnt gas turbine engines for 
their estimates, Two slightly different versions of the RAND 

* Corporation engine parametric estimating models were employed, 
although CAIC’s version had more parameters. The standard 
error of estimation for the two models was nearly the same but 
ASD’s version had slightly smaller errors and gave a lower 
cost for the engine. l 

:  

8 /  .’ 
,, ,’ 
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CAIG criticized ASD’s engine estimate because it did not 
provide for product improvement and development cost after 
the engine passed its Military Qualification Test (MQT). ASD 
assumed that engine experience will remain relatively fixed 
and require less engineering following MQT. CAIG stated that 
experience shows over one-third of engine development occurs 
after MQT and ASD’s estimate should have included about 
$244 milli on (identified in SAR) for engine product improve- 
ment. CAIG estimated future engine product improvement costs 
at $311 million. 

Avionics and armament, $186 million 

The CAIG procurement estimate is $186 million higher than 
the ASD estimate. ASD, after running tests to validate its 
performance, used a detailed avionics parametric cost model 
developed by the Radio Corporation of America. The CAIG esti- 
mate is based on a cost per pound basis using F-111A aircraft 
fire control, Mark II avionics equipment cost experience, and 
cost experience for avionics installed in other modern fighter 
aircraft. CAIG representatives intended to refine their 
avionics estimate because they lacked confidence in it. 

ASD based its armament estimate on data,in the June 1972 
“Cost Information Report” and “Cost Performance Report.” CAIG 
accepted this estimate without change. 

Support and Spares, $203 million 

ASD estimates for aerospace ground equipment and train- 
ing equipment were based on existing detailed plans from the 
F-15 program office. Estimates were increased by certain per- 
centages to account for items not yet identified and for antici- 
pated engineering change orders. Spares cost were estimated by 
taking fixed percentages of the procurement cost of the sup- 
ported element. CAIG estimated higher procurement costs for 
the total program, The application of standard factors for sup- 
port and spares to this higher amount resulted in the $203 mil- 
lion variance between the two estimates. 

9 
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- COMMENTS ON ESTIMATES 

Generally ASD and CAIG used reasonable assumptions and 
methodology in developing their parametric cost estimates, 
We feel improvements can be made to certain components of each 
estimate and some agreement is needed. They include : 

ASD’s independently assessing RDTGE cost instead of 
assuming the SAR estimate. There is sufficient dif- 
ference between the programed amount and the completed 
amount of RDTGE to challenge the assumption that the 
development program is far enough along to preclude any 
cost growth. 

The 

Resolving the basic airframe weight of the aircraft 
used as data sources. There is a difference of opin- 
ion as to whether all the weight and cost of contractor- 
furnished electronics equipment was removed from the 
airframe weight to obtain the basic weight and cost. 
This discrepancy affects not only estimates of airframe 
material costs, but all airframe costs, and many re- 
lated costs proportional to airframe costs (e.g. 
inflation.) 

CAIG’s revising the titanium correction factor and the 
avionics es timate. CAIG has new cost data from the 
development of the Navy F-14, an aircraft which is 
close to the F-15 in titanium content. CAIG reported 
using it together with new data obtained from McDonnell 
Douglas in reviewing their cost estimate. CAIG also 
is not satisfied with their avionics methodology and 
is looking for an alternative. 

Agreeing on the basic engine characteristic values 
(e.g., thrust, turbine inlet temperature) that will 
be used in the parametric engine model. Propulsion 
estimates will still differ, however, because of the 
different models used. 

only important differences between the CAIG and ASD es- 
timates not affected by these needed improvements and agreements 
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are the learning rates for airframe production. Learning rate 
differences are due to disparate aircraft data bases, and un- 
less one changes to the other’s base, this difference will 
remain. Though the ASD data base may appear to be more closely 
related to fighter aircraft and draws upon the experience of 
McDonnell Douglas, there is no assurance that it is better 
than RAND’s base. 

It is likely that if redetermined, the revised Air Force 
and CAIG estimates will again exceed the SAR estimate of 
June 30, 1972. The Development Concept Papers threshold costs 
are about 17 percent above the SAR cost. In view of overhead 
and inflation uncertainties identified in the risk analysis 
portion of the parametric study and the 20 to 33 percent 
statistical uncertainties in the parametric estimates, there 
is a distinct possibility that the Development Concept Papers 
threshold costs will be reached sometime during the life of 
the program, 

DSARC reaction to the cost estimates 

The ASD “F-15 Independent Parametric Cost Analysis” was 
prepared for submission to DSARC at a meeting held in Octo- 
ber 1972. CAIG was briefed on this analysis approximately a 
week before the meeting and prepared a cost estimate for sub- 
mission to DSARC. Despite the $1,638 million difference 
between the ASD and CAIG estimates in program cost, DSARC 
expressed little concern at that time. 

Before a DSARC meeting on February 15, 1973, the Chairman 
of CAIG said ‘I* * * there is no cost issue at the February 1.5 
DSARC,” The DSARC decision to be made at the meeting was 
described as concerned specifically with production of the 
first wing of 107 aircraft and “Neither the Air Force indepen- 
dent nor the CATG estimates that actual costs will exceed the 
ceiling.” The CAIG Chairman said, “1t is possible, however, 
that a cost issue may arise at succeeding F-15 DSARCs (during 
CY 1974) in which subsequent buys are considered.” 



Following the February 1973 DSARC meeting, the Deputy 
1 Secretary of Defense directed the Air Force and CAPG to up- 

date their October 1972 F-15 total program cost analyses and 
report their findings to the Cha.irman of DSARC by June 30, [ 
1.973. The Comptroller of the Air Force office advised us in 

: June that ASD and CRIG had coordinated efforts and were up- 
d,ating their estimates. The updated estimates were presented 
to DSARC on August 14, 1973, DSARC directed further study 
with the results to be presented to DSARC in approximately 
three weeks. 1 

/ : Need for cost analysis 

1, In a previous report’ to the Congress we pointed out that 1.’ ,’ ‘, realistic cost estimating is indispensable to both the Congress ,! / and agency management for selecting and evaluating a new weapon 
,/ system and for cost control’during a system’s acquisition 

process 1 While reviewing 47 weapon system acquisitions, we 

,’ : determined that $6.7 billion, or 43 percent of the cost growth 
,,, which had occurred from development estimates to current csti- 

mates, was classified in the “estimating changes” category. 
We recommended t,hat the Secretary of Defense develop and imple- 
ment DOD-wide guidance necessary to provide a basis for a dis- 
ciplined cost estimating process. Cited as particularly 
important was an independent review of cost estimates, includ- 
ing judgments by top officials on the need for realism in the 

1 ii 
,j cost estimates used in making major decisions. 

I 
The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis2 

said the Deputy Secretary of Defense had issued a memorandum 
requiring the Services to prepare an independent parametric 
estimate prior to the convening of the DSARC. Further, the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Ana.lysis was to in- 
sure that these estimates were properly reviewed and evaluated. 

‘~ ) ” lt’Theory and Practice of Cost Estimating for Major Acquisi- 
+: :I t ions” (B-163058, July 24, 1972). ” 

2Since redesignated Director of Defense ‘Program Analysis and 
Evaluation. I, ” ,, !:, : 
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5 > Inflation and cost growth 

We did not review the ASD and CAIG estimates to determine 5 
if their inflation factors followed the Office of Management 

8 

and Budget and OSD Comptroller guidelines. However, we were 
informed that DOD guidance’ states that estimates for weapon 
systems will reflect anticipated price changes based on spe- 
cific data, when available. When specific data are not 
available price increases will be determined on the basis 
of price level indexes. ASD said it used this approach 
in its independent estimate. ASD used F-15 labor rates for 
the airframe through 1976 and S-percent inflation thereafter. 
Varying inflation factors were used for the other components; 
i.e., engine, 4 percent and avionics, 5 percent. The specific 
factors used are taken from “Cost Research Report No. 110”’ 
which contains the official numbers to be used by ASD, including i 1 
SPO’s and the independent cost estimates. 

CAIG informed us that it used the Air Force inflation 
factors in the aggregate. 

, SAR COST ESTIMATE 

We reviewed the methodology, assumptions, and data used 
in preparing the SAR estimate (p, 5) by interviewing F-15 SPO 
officials and examining contracts, proposals, and other docu- 
mentation provided by SPO, We attempted to determine the 
basis for the current SAK estimate of June 30, 1972. Although 
we examined program cost estimates, our review did not include 
verification of the accuracy of support data for all estimates. 

SAR development estimate 

The June SO, 1972, cu.rrent estimate wa.s $1,753.7 million. 
3’ This estimate was based primarily on (1) contract prices 

. “‘DOD Budget Manual 7110-l-M,” August 1.972, 

*Cost Research Report No. ZI.0, ‘*t-listorica,l and. Forecasted 
. Aeronautical Cost Indices ,I’ Cost Analysis Diiv, , ASD Comp- ., troller, January 1972. 8’ ‘, ‘, ;! 
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negotiated with the airframe and engine contractors, (2) 
completed contracts for the conceptual and definition phases, 
(3) estimates for an Electronic Countermeasures study and a 
simulator not yet covered by contractual agreement, (4) com- 
pleted effort and estimates by other Air Force test organiza- 
tions of future test support activity, and (5) reserves.’ 

The estimate includes the following major elements: 

Cost element Estimate 

(millions) 

Weapon system $1,168.8 
Engines 373.1 
Other 211.8 

Total $1,753.7 

SAR procurement estimate 

The June 30, 1972, current estimate for procurement was 
$6,048.3 million. This estimate was based primarily on (1) 
learning curve projections of the initial negotiated target 
prices and later data furnished by the airframe contractor, 
(2) negotiated target prices for lots 2 and 3 and planning 
estimates proposed by the engine contractor for lots 4 to 8, 
(3) application of factors to the air vehicle and other esti- 
mates for peculiar support and initial spares, and (4) re- 
serves.2 

‘SPO prefers “programmed for effort not yet on contract.” 

*The Air Force uses the term “provisions for engineering 
change orders .I’ 
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Major procurement estimate elements are as follows. 

00s t element Estimate 

(millions) 
1 

Airframe 
Electronics (avionics) 
Armament 
Other 

$2,079.8 
1,254.7 

144.0 
23.5 

3,502.o 

Engines 1,439.o 

Air vehicle estimate’ 4,941.0 

Peculiar support 
Initial spares 

Procurement estimate 
as of 6-30-72 

Observations 

591.9 
515.4 

$6.048.3 

On the basis of prices renegotiated for engine lot 2 in 
February 1972, it appears that the SAR engine estimate may be ! 
understated. Since cost estimates for spare engines, modules, 
and the required quantities depend on this estimate, the 
initial spares estimate may also be understated. 

We believe the SPO should reevaluate the estimates for 
engines, initial spare engines, and module requirements. The 

,$14.5 million procurement reserve included in the engine esti- 
mate does not appear adequate. 

As of June 30, 1972, the total RDTEE estimate was 
$1,753.7 million and the procurcmen,t estimate was $6,048.3 mil- 
lion. The remaini.ng available reserves were $54.3 million and 
$417.9 million respectively. 
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, CONCLUSIONS 

The variance in the ASD/and CAIG/estimates should not be 
considered indicative at this time that any of the three exist- 
ing estimates ., (SAR, ASD, CAIG) are inaccurate. Parametric 
estimating is an analytical technique subject to variances in 
findings because of differences in the type and source of data, 
assumptions, and models employed by different persons studying 
the same weapon system. As the developer of the RAND model 
used in the ASD airframe estimate cautioned--the cost estimat- 
ing relationships are primarily intended for long-range plan- 

,ning studies and are not suitable for short-run financial 
management or control of airframe procurement. 

DOD use of independent cost analysis is new, and improve- 
ments in its applications*through experience are necessary. 
The Secretary of Defense/in his letter establishing CAIG 

,directed that Services and CAIG work closely together in 
developing uniform criteria for cost estimates. This prac- 
tice should be encouraged. 

Please advise me if we can further assist you in this 
matter. If you desire further information, we will be pleased 
to meet with you or your staff. 
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Sincerely yours, 

Comptroller General Comptroller General 
of the United States of the United States 




